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The media disperses a large amount of information daily pertaining to political
events social movements, and societal conflicts. Media pertaining to these topics, no
matter the format of publication used, are framed a particular way. Media framing can
be defined as a form of communication that presents information to its audience in a
way that encourages a particular point of view [12]. Framing is used not for just guiding
audiences to desired beliefs, but also to fuel societal change or legitimize/delegitimize
social movements. Understanding media framing is necessary to analyze the stability
or change in social climate [6]. For this reason, tools that can help to clarify when
changes in social discourse occur and identify their causes are of great use. This thesis
presents a visual analytics framework that allows for the exploration and visualization
of changes that occur in social climate with respect to space and time. Focusing on
the links between data from the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data Project
(ACLED)[2] and a streaming RSS news data set, users can be cued into interesting
events enabling them to form and explore hypothesis. This visual analytics framework
also focuses on improving intervention detection, allowing users to hypothesize about
correlations between events and happiness levels, and supports collaborative analysis.
The results of Granger causality testing are reported to the user to emphasize if there
is a causality relationship between ACLED events and RSS articles. A geographical
view is used to map the sentiment and well-being of a region’s population allowing
users to form hypotheses about the impact events have on population happiness. To
support collaborative analysis, a view is provided for users to comment on findings
and share them with others and support for coordinated exploration is also provided.
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Framing in the media has a direct impact on the stability of social movements
guiding them towards success or failure [6]. Frames evolve as the perceived reality of
the speaker and the point of view they wish to convey changes. Event Cueing aims to
help users understand how frames are applied, when changes in framing occur, and to
identify the events that may have aided the change. These events can help to explain
the change in happiness across different regions and add depth to the media’s framing.
Understanding the causes of conflicts, their impacts, and the drivers behind them
is a major project in the social sciences [35]. In this work, we present a framework
designed to helps users work towards identifying and understanding these issues.
This thesis presents the Event Cueing framework. Utilizing intervention models
for time series analysis, we can cue users to time periods of interest. From these
time periods, users can explore frame evolution through the secondary linking of
ongoing events. Using predictive causality, the framework can help analysts determine
if there is a causal relationship between the ACLED events and RSS articles. Our
framework enables user’s to explore the happiness levels of countries in Africa using
their well-being and sentiment to understand when and how events shift population
happiness. Users are able to make comments to tag their findings and label their
evidence. Users can also explore, cooperatively sharing comments as they go through
the system or inspect another user’s findings on their own to help support or disprove
their hypothesis.
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This work is related to previous works in statistical analysis, spatiotemporal
analysis, and collaborative analysis. Intervention modeling is applied to detect outliers
in the event data similar to work by Bogl et al. [8], which uses autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA) models. Through the use of this intervention
modeling, Event Cueing can cue users to events in time series datasets. Using the
time periods of interest from the intervention models, users can explore the events
that occurred during that time and hypothesize about causes of frame changes. By
testing for Granger casuality, our framework can determine if the ACLED dataset has
a predictive causal relationship with the RSS dataset over the period of interest. If
the relationship exists, then the dataset may contain useful information for predicting
future changes in frames. This analysis can be used as an indicator for users and help
them determine trends and drivers of interest. Leveraging this automated analysis,
users can quickly detect and explore suspected impacts and drivers of social change
without performing manual preliminary investigations to identify them. For each
frame category, sentiment analysis is applied to explore the change of certainty and
the volume of certain and uncertain sentiment labels.
Extending the application of sentiment analysis, this work uses the collection of
Tweets within a defined time period to determine the well-being for a given region.
Past and current studies on well-being use polling and surveys to determine an index
of geographic happiness. Our focus is specifically on using streaming media data, such
as RSS news articles to measure the happiness of a given region. Social media has
been successfully used to analyze temporal patterns of happiness and its geographical
patterns within twitter data. Dodds et al. [23] propose a method for creating a
tunable metric for evaluating the happiness of texts using a frequency-based word list.
Mitchell et al. [52] extended upon this work by applying the word list to a geo-tagged
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Twitter data set to estimate the happiness levels of states and cities. Using sentiment
analysis, users are able to following the emotional discourse related to different frame
categories and understand how these emotions are spatially distributed. In their
hypothesis process, they can link events to changes in emotion across the geographical
view and reason out why they may or may not expect a particular outcome.
Event Cueing allows users to quickly find events of interest and gather evidence to
make hypothesis. In order to enhance the hypothesis generation process, this work
extends collaborative analysis by incorporating shared views and visual annotation
allowing for rapid result synthesis. Mahyar et al. [48] developed CLIP, which uses
linked common work (LCW) to support collaboration and improve analytic outcomes.
Work by Willet et al. [70] utilizes comments, tags, and links to help analysts classify
evidence and establish common ground. Our work differs by providing live coordination
between users during exploration, this means that users can work within the same
space at the same time without having to load new configurations as snapshots
are made. This accelerates user workflow processes, and helps users to focus on a
particular task. At any point, users can return to explore findings of interest during
their exploration and extend or develop new hypothesis based on these results.
This thesis addresses the challenges of identifying framing in media, exploring how
media is framed over space and time, determining the drivers of change in media
framing, exploring and supporting complex hypotheses, effectively combining multiple
data sources, and collaborative visual analysis. While there has been previous work
in the development of tools for frame analysis [19, 20, 21], none of these support
entity extraction, sentiment analysis, linking to multi-source data, causality testing, or
collaborative analysis. These additional analysis tools are necessary to better support
the hypothesis generation process and to expedite the identification of interesting
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periods, entities, and drivers. This thesis focuses on both the spatial and temporal
distribution of frames, allowing users to quickly explore spatial trends in the underlying
discourse. Not unlike works such as Narratives[28] and EventRiver[46], which allow
users to explore topics and keywords and associate them with other ongoing stories
and events, this work moves to multi-source data utilizing model techniques described
above. By building upon previous work [8, 48, 70] and through collaboration with
domain experts, users can be cued in to potential links across collected sources and
work collaboratively to strengthen their hypotheses.
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2
summarizes other works in visual analytics for media analysis, space time analysis, data
linkage, and collaborative visual analysis. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the Event
Cueing system, data collection and wrangling performed, and the visual analytic
techniques utilized. Chapter 4 covers two case studies exploring media framing
in Africa and provides feedback from analysts. Finally, in Chapter 5, the formal




Event Cueing uses a variety of text analysis tools and techniques to explore framing,
including media analysis, geographic visualization, data linkage, and collaboration.
In this section, I review past and current research in the following areas of visual
analytics: media analysis; space time analysis; data linkage, and; collaborative visual
analysis.
2.1 Visual Analytics for Media Analysis
Media data has been used to improve sensemaking [26], increase situational
awareness [9], identify and follow political discourse [20]. Previous work on media data
has focused on topic extraction, topic evolution, opinion diffusion, and coopetition
analysis [14, 15, 61, 74].
Cui et al.[15] developed TextFlow, for the analysis of various evolution patterns
that appear from multiple topics. TextFlow integrates visualization with topic mining
techniques allowing users to refine their analysis and gain insights into topic evolution
patterns. By utilizing an iterative and progressive visual analysis process they enable
smooth communication between visualization and topic mining through interaction.
Extending on previous work, Cui et al.[14] presented RoseRiver, which focuses on
exploring and analyzing evolutionary hierarchical topics to guide users to insights
about the topics leveraging an incremental evolutionary tree cut algorithm. RoseRiver
solves the problems of flat topic assumption and the comprehension of hierarchical
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topic evolution by extracting topic alignments at the same level across trees and
allowing users to progressively explore and analyze complex evolution patterns. Their
visual analysis system connects large text corpora with people by presenting topics
of interest with their evolution over time using a novel approach. Event Cueing
utilizes an iterate visual analysis process similar to previous works providing the user
meaningful interactions and cues from our text analysis techniques. Our system goes
a step further and allows users to explore the evolution and hierarchy of frames both
temporally and spatially.
EvoRiver [61] was designed to help users determine cooperation and competition
relationships between topics using Twitter data sets by modeling complex interactions
among topics. Through text analysis and modeling, EvoRiver is able to depict how
different groups of influential users affect coopetition and allows users to explore and
detect evolving patterns. Other applications of modeling and text analysis can be see
in work such as OpinionFlow [74], which approximates opinion propagation among
Twitter users at various levels using an opinion diffusion model. OpinionFlow, allows
users to examine and compare difussion patterns across topics and drill down into the
details to examine specific patterns. Our system uses text analysis techniques similar
to previous works to perform various functions such as sentiment extraction, entity
extraction, and frame extraction. Using the features extracted from these techniques
we are able to model frame changes to enable analysts to detect and examine patterns.
In addition to supporting topic extraction and evolution, sentiment analysis of
large text corpora is another growing research area. Examples of this research include
the work of Gregory et al. [32], in their paper they implement interactive exploration
of emotion in a large document collection. Their system enables users to compare
the range of affect in documents within the collection and to relate affect to other
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dimensions within the documents support the analytical process. Wanner et al.
[66] developed a visual analytics tool for semi-automatic sentiment analysis of large
news feeds allowing analysts to efficiently gather meaningful information without
reading all of the articles. Combining their sentiment analysis with news similarity
filtering they allow the expert to focus on finding trends and putting events into
context. Diakopoulos et al. [17] demonstrated visuals and metrics to help analysts
better understand temporal patterns of sentiment from Twitter and later develops
Vox Civitas [18], which uses sentiment patterns and content structure to extract
prominence from social media outlets. Vox Civitas was designed to help journalists
and media professionals extract news value from social media content around broadcast
events. Work by Woldemariam [71] introduced the integration of a sentiment analysis
pipeline into a cross-media analysis framework to extract semantics from the media
in a cross-media context. In Woldemariam’s work, there are comparisons between
sentiment analysis methods and their appropriateness for detecting sentiment from
explicit sources. In our system, sentiment analysis is used similarly to previous works
to detect framing from media sources. Contributing these past works, we extend the
use of sentiment analysis to prediction modeling and data filtering both spatially and
textually.
Previous work on media frame visual analytics [19, 20, 21, 56], focused on topic
analysis and comparison while our system focuses on frame analysis with secondary
data linking. LingoScope [19] supports frame reflection and identification with relation
to news producers and news consumers. Their work focuses on addressing the issue of
comparison between sources, and comparison over time for a single or multiple sources.
Diakopoulos et al. [21] also explored how numerous topics are framed in moral light
and compared how they are discussed between acceptors and skeptics. Users could
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observe and filter the contextual terms that convey framing across large volumes
of text and examine their details. Olteanu et al. [56] introduced a methodology
for discovering triggers, actions, and news values through the analysis of a series
of events. Their comparative analysis covers a span of 17 months demonstrating
their method that combines automatic and manual annotations. Most similar to our
work in frame analysis is Compare Clouds by Diakopoulos et al. [20]. In their work,
they focus on the framing of a single topic and use this analysis to compare media
discussion between mainstream media and blogs. Their system maps word prevalence
and context information between the two sources of media information. In order to
explore the evolution of frames, our system uses a hierarchical set to categorize and
organize documents. By linking ACLED events we can help to cue users into points
of interest relating to the changes in frames and guide their exploration through the
topic discussion.
2.2 Visual Analytics for Space Time Analysis
Visualizing spatiotemporal data collections over their temporal or spatial counter-
parts enhances the analysis process improving the ability to discover patterns and
recognize relationships across both domains. Past work in temporal event sequence
analysis is similar to techniques we demonstrate in this work. Itoh et al. [37] proposed
a system that extracts events from blog data and categorizes the events according
to thematic roles, enabling users to explore temporal changes in events related to a
topic. Their framework enables users to find events about a topic of interest that
appears within a specified timing providing details about the events. Decision Flow
[30] is a visual analytics tool that enables quick and accurate completion of sequence
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analysis tasks for temporal event sequence data. Decision Flow utilizes interactive
multi-view visualizations and ad hoc statical analytics to support the analysis of
high-dimensional temporal event sequence data. Wongsuphasawat et al. developed
the Outflow visualization [72], which aggregates and displays the pathways of multiple
event sequences through different states, summarizes each pathways outcomes, and
allows the user to explore external factors that are related to pathway transitions.
Outflow, unlike decision flow, incorporates external factors that are related to the
event sequence and may have influence on changes in the event sequence. VAiRoma,
developed by Cho et al. [11], is a visual analytics system that helps users to make
sense of events, places, times, and the relationships between them permitting users
to compare, make connections, and externalize their findings all within the visual
interface. VAiRoma uses a data-driven and visual analytics approach to construct a
narrative on history using content from Wikipedia articles. Like previous work, we
utilize interactive views to enable users to explore event sequences both temporally
and spatially. Our work differs in our use of intervention models to cue users to events
in temporal datasets and then links the changes in event sequences to external data
sources.
When working with multidimensional data, it may be necessary to explore the
relationships within each dimension and across dimensions. To address the issues
related to exploring hierarchical relationships in temporal information, we have seen,
in past work, that multifaceted browsing and hierarchical timelines can offer effective
solutions. For example, Plaisant et al. [58] demonstrated with LifeLines how to use
hierarchical timelines and line properties to illustrate relationships or significance.
LifeLines adds a clear and accessible view of temporal and causal relationships and
takes advantage of the users ability to visually analyze information rich displays and
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interact with them. Chittaro et al. [10] proposed and explored three solutions to
increase users ability to define temporal patterns and relationships. They introduce
and comment on a number of aspects that have to be considered in visualizing temporal
information and their proposed visual vocabularies for temporal relationships. Bade et
al. [5] introduced several interactive visualization techniques, and a time visualization
and navigation technique which enables users to inspect temporal data at different
levels of detail and abstraction. In their paper they presented a novel way of visualizing
time-oriented data and visualization techniques that enhance the understanding of
the characteristics high-dimensional data. Continuum, developed by Andre et al. [1],
applies multifaceted browsing to enable the exploration of hierarchical relationships and
multiple timelines to allow users to inspect and compare relationships. Relationships
in temporal data can be represented and explored between events across periods,
enabling users to view specified levels of detail of any facet of interest. In order to
allow users to explore the hierarchy of frames and examine their relationships, Event
Cueing implements geographical controls for hierarchy filtering and a dendrogram
containing all frames and categorizes their timelines for inspection and comparison.
Our system enables users to examine relationships not only across frame types, but to
also examine the relationship between frames and events.
The use of geographical maps to visualize and interact with geo-tagged text
information allows the user to quickly find locations of interest and filter data based
on spatial locality. NewsViews [29] is an automated news visualization system that
generates annotated interactive maps using news articles to support trend identification
and data comparisons. By leveraging text mining to identify key concepts and locations
discussed in articles, Gao et al. are able to create thematic maps supporting various
analytic tasks. Gao et al. employ text mining and extraction techniques to identify
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relevant features of articles automatically and use these features to select from data
variables and spatiotemporal “cases”. STempo [57], developed by Peuquet et al., is an
integrated computational-geovisual environment to demonstrate T-pattern analysis
can enable the discovery of patterns in complex spatiotemporal data. Peuquet et al.
apply T-pattern analysis to an RSS news dataset, featuring events from news reports
about Yemen. In their work, they demonstrate how the analysis technique can find
associations among different event types where relationships are not known in advance.
Tomaszewski et al. [64] introduced SensePlace to both visually and computationally
support analyst sensemaking with text artifacts through the identification and visual
highlighting of named entities. Building upon their previous work, MacEachren et
al. [47] presented SensePlace2, to support situational awareness for crisis events by
applying geovisual analytics to Twitter data. Utilizing explicit and implicit geographic
information from tweets, SensePlace2 enables analysts to understand place, time, and
theme components of evolving situations. SensePlace2 is the integration of linked
visual-computation methods and a place-time-entity conceptual framework, enhancing
situational awareness and sense-making. Kim et al. [39] present tools for generating
personalized spatial analogies, re-expressing contextual spatial measurements with
measurements that are more recognizable to the user. Using an automated approach,
Kim et al. can take a user’s location and generate personalized spatial analogies for the
target of discussion. Employing an interactive application, Kim et al. enabled users to
get a better understanding of a distance or area than with traditional measurements
in an article with no spatial analogy. Field and O’Brien [27] illustrated a framework
for mapping the spatial context of social media text to visualize patterns and reveal
them to the user. They develop two proof-of-concept maps that support collaborative
real-time mapping and the organization and display of information for mass user
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events. Their framework, “cartoblography”, enables the mapping of spatial context of
micro-blogging to more effectively communicate patterns exhibited by data. Similar
to previous works, we apply text mining and extraction techniques to extract spatial
locality to visualize relevant data geographically helping users to grasp where events
are occurring and where frames are dispersed. In our work, we use a geographical
layout to add another dimension of filtering, to visually inspect the dispersion of
frames and events across Africa, and to compare their frame and event distributions.
Spatiotemporal visual analytics has used techniques, such as anomaly detection,
statistical models, and cluster analysis, to increase hypothesis generation and situa-
tional awareness [9, 50, 60, 63]. Chae et al. [9] introduced a visual analytics approach
that combines seasonal trend decomposition together with traditional control chart
methods to find unusual peaks and outliers. Their approach provides analysts with
scalable and interactive social media data analysis and visualization to explore and
examine abnormal events. Analysts can extract major topics and apply analtyic
techniques to improve situational awareness in a highly interactive process. Malik
et al. [50] presented a visual analytics framework that provided proactive and pre-
dictive environments to assist in understanding and decision-making through the
application of statistical analysis. In order to provide analysts with predicted levels of
future activity, Malik et al. apply seasonal trend decomposition in a spatiotemporal
visual analytics context. Their approach enables analysts to to focus and hone in
on appropriate geospatial and temporal resolution levels. Sips et al. [60] introduced
a visual analytics approach that computes statistical values for time series, detects
patterns and allows users to visually inspect and evaluate the patterns. In their
work, they demonstrate how their approach allowed scientists to gain new insights
across two scientific scenarios in numerical time series. The approach proposed by
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Sips et al., captures characteristics of temporal behavior regardless of time scales and
starting positions. ScatterBlogs, presented by Thom et al. [63], automatically detects
spatiotemporal anomalies using cluster analysis and event differentiation to classify
event candidates and examine them on a global scale. Thom et al.’s approach allows
analysts to visually examine and analyze microblog messages on a geospatial view
using scalable aggregation and geolocated text. Their techniques work in realtime
using interactive analysis with automatic anomaly detection at local and global levels.
Similar to past work, we use anomaly detection and statistical modeling to detect
interventions and patterns of interest allowing the user to visually inspect these
patterns and the data they represent. Our work differs in that we use external data
sources to detect interventions and improve our statistical modeling.
2.3 Visual Analytics for Data Linkage and Filtering
Data linkage through visual exploration enables users to fact check, discover
external factors, correlate domain properties, and determine predictive links [38, 49,
65, 72]. Factful was presented by Kim et al. [38], to provide users with fact-checking
support in a a web-based annotative article reading interface leveraging the linkage of
news articles containing budgetary information with open government data. Factful
enhances news articles providing contextual budgetary information and fact-checking
to support budgetary discussions online. By linking news articles and open government
data, Factful is able to engage taxpayers in meaningful discussions around budgetary
issues with rich context from budget facts. Feng et al. [65] developed a visual analytics
interface that used secondary data linking to associate surnames to interactively
compare distributions of names with regards to spatial location similarity and income.
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In their work, they enable interactive similarity exploration linking location data to
demographic data visualizing the spatial distributions of names and relevant data from
secondary data sources. Users are able to explore the similarity between surnames,
their income distributions, and their spatial distributions. Contextifier by Hullman et
al. [36] automatically links news stories to stock prices through custom annotations
cueing user in on important events that may have caused shifts in prices. Contextifier
provides users with a stock timeline graph with custom annotations that reference to
the content in a news article enhancing the financial decision making process. This
data linking allows users to make more informed decisions and hypothesize why shifts
in prices occurred. To enable users to discover correlations and potentially causal or
predictive links, Malik et al. [49] utilized the Pearson’s product-moment correlation
coefficient to detect trends or periodic patterns. Their approach allows users to
understand the underlying foundations of the analysis and interactively explore and
analyze correlations among datasets. Users are able to observe patterns and identify
regions of probable activity in a visual analytics environment. Lu et al. [44] described
a visual analytics approach to generalize the integration of social media data to other
domains and demonstrated its use in predictive analysis. Their visual analytics toolkit
extracts data from Twitter and Bitly to predict movie revenue and ratings in an
interactive environment. Li et al. [43] present a detailed overview of strategies for the
integration of social media and remote sensing data in time-critical applications to
improve emergency response. In their work, they explore the relationship between
environmental phenomena and social media responses, illustrating the potential of
using social media data as a complement to remote sensing data sets for emergency
response applications. Similar to previous work, we use statistical analysis to determine
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casual relationships between datasets, but we also use external linking to detect outliers
and cue users to events that may be of interest.
Cross-filtering and linked views provide analysts with tools to quickly navigate and
explore multiple collections of large data sets simultaneously. MultiFacet, presented
by Henry et al. [34], extended existing faceted browsing systems to allow users to
navigate large collections of multimedia from the text and image content of the data.
Their work addressed the limitations of browsing collections of images and video by
allowing allowing users to browse based on their actual visual content. Through the
construction of facets the data can be browsed using visual facets combined with text
facets exposing underlying relationships. Weaver [67, 68] described a method for cross-
filtering data across pairs of views and strategies for constructing coordinated multiple
views for visual analysis. In his work, he described how cross-filtering can used across
designs and customized across dimensions to support complex analytic processes and
queries by employing simple interactions. To allow for the formulation of queries
that simultaneously combine temporal, spatial, and topial data filters, VisGets was
introduced by Dörk et al. [25]. VisGets is a system of interactive query visualizations
of Web-based information that utilizes online information in a web browser. Through
the use of three linked visualizations (temporal, spatial, and topical), users can explore
complex queries combining filters from more than one data dimension allowing them
to gain casual insight into large collections of Web resources. Later Dörk et al. [24]
introduced a system with mutually linked views supporting cross-filtering along topics,
participants, and time ranges to provide an overview of large-scale conversations on
twitter. In our work we use coordinated multiple views to filter multiple data sources,
link information and tasks, and to help the user generate a correct understanding [59].
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2.4 Collaborative Visual Analysis
Tools that enable collaborative visual analysis are able to enhance decision making
processes and increase sense-making [7, 13, 33, 73]. This analysis approach allows
diverse groups of users to explore more information and gain better insight through
collaborative interactions. Examples of this include the development of the sense.us
Web application by Heer et al. [33] to explore the possibilities for asynchronous
collaborative visualization across a variety of visualization types. The user studies by
Heer et al. using sense.us showed that combining conversation and visual data analysis
can help users gain a wider and deeper understanding. In their work, they describe
mechanisms for asynchronous collaboration using information visualization as a means
of sharing, discussing, and navigating data. Kraut et al. [40], show that having shared
visual spaces helps collaborators to have faster and better task performance through
a study where they disaggregated the features of a shared workspace. In their work,
they examine and share their findings the impact of temporal delay in shared spaces
on task performance and communication. In addition their work focuses on visual
complexity and temporal dynamics in shared visual spaces and their importance for
difference tasks. The Entity Workspace system by Bier et al. [7] was modified to
support collaboration where their studies showed that the collaboration tools had
a positive effect on collaboration and information sharing. From work on Entity
Workspace, Bier et al. presented five design guidelines for collaborative intelligence
analysis focusing on the organize of information and its visualization. Convertino
et al. [13] developed a geo-collaboration software prototype, which showed through
distinct sets of measures that the prototype supported both content and process
common ground. From their prototype they introduce design rationale drawn from
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their empirical work and related research and the implications for teamwork in software
environments. VisTiles, presented by Langner et al. [42], is a conceptual framework
that enables users to explore multivariate datasets across multiple devices. VisTiles
enables users to interact with coordinated and multiple views in an individualistic
or team focused workflow. In their work, they demonstrate how users can benefit
from combining devices and organizing them into layouts that suit the needs of their
analytic tasks. Wu et al. [73] developed a collaborative sense-making system that
was able to support teamwork through a multi-view, role-based design helping team
members to analyze geospatial information, share and integrate critical information.
Through the use of coordinated maps and activity visualizations, Wu et al. are able
maintain group activity awareness and aid in the decision-making process. Their work
highlights the potential to improve and extend collaborative tasks through informed
design rationale, iterative design, and system evaluation. In our work we draw on
techniques from previous works such as multiple views, asynchronous and synchronous
collaboration to provide analysts with the ability to share their work and save their
work for later. Analyst are able to track and tag key findings through their exploration




The goal of our visual analytics framework is to enable the exploration of patterns,
actors, and events over time to gain insight for predicting possible future unrest. Our
framework consists of three main views: 1) the spatial view (top left Figure 1), which
visualizes the geographic location of media steams and events coded in secondary data
sources; 2) the detail view (top right Figure 1), which provides a lens into the media
text and detailed descriptions of events from secondary data sources chosen by the
Figure 1. Overview of the event cueing visual analytics framework. The map view
provides a geographical visual analytics environment to enable exploration of frames
and entities over space and time. The detailed view to the right of the map switches
between entity wordles and list-based displays. The time series view contains a
hierarchical frame analysis visualization. Each line visualizes significant events and
the sentiment associated with a media frame or a frame class in the expanded leaf
nodes. The control pane, which consists of the top left donuts, shows the distribution
of frames and events and is used to filter categorical variables in the linked views.
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analyst, and; 3) the time series view (bottom Figure 1), which shows a hierarchical
frame-coded, time-orientated media stream with sentiment and intervention analysis.
All views are linked by the overview timeline shown in the middle of Figure 1 which
displays the trend of a secondary dataset.
3.1 Data Collection & Cleaning
The datasets used for the project are the Armed Conflict Location and Event Data
Project (ACLED) [2] and a streaming RSS dataset.
ACLED:We sampled five months (August to December 2014) of political violence
events from ACLED, which gave us approximately 6,500 events. Each event contains
information pertaining to the day, parties involved, activity, location, sources and
notes. These events are pulled from over 50 developing countries and include events
that occur within civil wars and periods of instability. Each event is categorized into
one of nine types defined in the ACLED Codebook [3]:
1. Remote violence - Remote violence refers to events in which the tool for engaging
in conflict did not require the physical presence of the perpetrator. Remote
violence notes that the main characteristic of an event is that a spatially removed
group determines the time, place and victims of the attack. These include
bombings, IED attacks, mortar and missile attacks, etc. Remote violence can
be waged on both armed agents (e.g. an active rebel group; a military garrison)
and civilians (e.g. a roadside bombing).
2. Battle-no change of territory - A battle between two violent armed groups where
control of the contested location does not change. This is the indicated event
type if the government controls an area, fights with rebels and wins; if rebels
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control a location and maintain control after fighting with government forces; or
if two militia groups are fighting. These battles are the most common activity
and take place across a range of actors, including rebels, militias, and government
forces, communal groups.
3. Battle-non-state actor overtakes territory - A battle where non-state actors
win control of location. If, after fighting with another force, a non-state group
acquires control, or if two non-state groups fight and the group that did not
begin with control acquires it, this is the correct code. There are few cases
where opposition groups, other than rebels, acquire territory.
4. Battle-government regains territory - A battle in which the government regains
control of a location. This event type is used solely for government reacquisition
of control. A small number of events of this type include militias operating on
behalf of the government to regain territory outside of areas of a government’s
direct control (for example, proxy militias in Somalia which hold territory
independently but are allied with the Federal Government).
5. Headquarters or base established - A non-state group establishes a base or
headquarters. This event is non-violent, and coded when a permanent or
semipermanent base is established. There are few if any cases where opposition
groups other than rebels acquire territory. These events are coded as one-sided
events without a second actor involved.
6. Non-violent activity by a conflict actor - This event records activity by rebel
groups/militia/governments that does not involve active fighting but is within
the context of the war/dispute. For example: recruitment drives, incursions or
rallies qualify for inclusion. It also records the location and date of peace talks
and arrests of high-ranking officials. The inclusion of such events is limited, as
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its purpose is to capture pivotal events within campaigns of political violence.
The notes column contains information on the specifics of the event.
7. Riots/protests - A protest describes a non-violent, group public demonstration,
often against a government institution. Rioting is a violent form of demonstration.
These can be coded as one-sided events. All rioters and protesters are noted by
generic terms (e.g. Protester (Country)), but if representing a group, the name
of that group is recorded in the ’ally’ column.
8. Violence against civilians - Violence against civilians occurs when any armed/vi-
olent group attacks civilians. By definition, civilians are unarmed and not
engaged in political violence, Rebels, governments, militias, rioters can all
commit violence against civilians.
9. Non-violent transfer of activity - This event describes situations in which rebels
or governments acquire control of a location without engaging in a violent act.
RSS News: The RSS News dataset is a collection of RSS feeds for the period of
August to December 2014 provided by the Hugh Downs School of Human Communi-
cation. The media dataset is composed of RSS feeds from 122 English language news
outlets in the Niger basin countries. RSS feeds were scanned hourly and filtered for
relevance in a two-stage process. First, text from news outlets were matched against a
set of 222 keywords developed from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) report and supplemented by project experts. Subsequently, texts passing the
keyword test were analyzed by a machine classifier, trained on a set of 1,000 texts
classified by coders as relevant or irrelevant to social discourse of climate change.
News articles passing both tests were placed into the database for analysis. The RSS
news dataset collected 1245 relevant articles with 9070 sentences.
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For this study, each sentence was coded by trained coders into one (or none) of
25 categories comprising four classes (cause, problems/threat, solution, motivation)
that represent different types of framing for climate change. Then each article was
represented by a vector of frame counts normalized by the number of sentences coded.
3.2 Data Processing
ACLED: Data processing applied to the ACLED dataset include entity extraction,
sentiment extraction, and country indexing. For entity extraction, entities such as a
person’s name, locations, and organization are extracted from the dataset using the
natural language processing tool CoreNLP [51]. For the ACLED dataset notes that
are contained in each record, 367 persons, 998 locations, and 286 organizations were
extracted. Sentiment extraction was also applied to the notes section of each ACLED
record to get an overview of the attitude the source’s author might have about the
story. Three sentiment analysis classifiers are applied at the per sentence level. The
three sentiment analysis classifiers used are SentiWordNet 3.0 [4], Stanford CoreNLP
(Sentiment Analysis) [51], and SentiStrength [62]. Baccianella et al. [4] presented
SentiWordNet, a lexical resource designed for supporting sentiment classification
and oppinin mining applications. CoreNLP designed by Manning et al. [51] is an
extensible pipeline providing natural language analysis from tokenization throught
to coreference resolution. Thelwall et al. [62] introduced SentiStrength, which is an
algorithm designed to extract sentiment strength from informal English text, using
new methods optimized for the web. The three described analysis classifiers are used
in a voting scheme to determine the sentiment of each sentence. Details on the voting
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Figure 2. Example of a processed ACLED record which has been through the process
of sentiment, entity, and country extraction. Each record is made up of a uniquely
generated id, the named actor or actors involved in the event, the year, the
geographic coordinates (lat,lng), the country, the date and timestamp of the event,
the type of event, the notes detailing the event, the precision of the date and location
information, the number of fatalities, the event source, the largest and second largest
sub-national administrative region in which the event took place, and the sentiment
scores.
scheme are provided in Section 3.7. An example of the resulting event data record
can be found in Figure 2.
RSS News: Data processing applied to the RSS News dataset include entity
extraction, geo-location extraction, frame encoding, sentiment extraction, and country
indexing. The entity extraction is the same process as performed on the ACLED
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dataset and returned 19,756 entities which breakdown to 2,107 persons, 5,791 locations,
and 3,146 organizations extracted from the RSS media dataset. Geo-location extraction
was performed on each article based on where it was posted or the region the article
discusses. Since this information may not be easily identifiable, the Data Science
Toolkit was used to extract and geocode the articles [16]. Frame encoding was
performed using trained coders. The trained coders coded each sentence into one
Figure 3. Example of a processed RSS sentence record which has been through the
process of sentiment, entity, geo-location, country extraction, and frame encoding.
Articles are broken up into sentences for sentence level analysis. Each record conatins
a uniquely generated id, the frame type, the geographic coordinates (lat,lng), the
country, the entities mentioned, the sentence, and the sentiment scores.
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(or none) of 25 categories comprising four classes (cause, problems/threat, solution,
motivation) that represent different types of framing for climate change. The 25
categories are:
• Causes of climate change
1. CauseHuman - Human activity
2. CauseNatural - Natural variation
3. CauseUncertainty - Uncertainty
4. CausePolicy - Policy causes
5. Insufficient - Insufficient action
6. OtherHumanFactors - Human disruption to mitigate climate change impact
• Threats/Problems
7. ProbThreatEnvironmental - Problems and threats to the environment
8. ProbThreatHealth - Problems and threats to Public Health
9. ProbThreatEconomic - Problems and threats to economic consequences
10. ProbThreatFood - Problems and threats to food security
11. ProbThreatWater - Problems and threats to water security
12. ProbThreatSecurity - Problems and threats to National Security
13. ProbThreatSocialUnrest - Problems and threats to Social Unrest
14. ProbThreatGenMultiple - General and multiple problems and threats
• Solutions
15. SolutionConservation - Conservation as solution
16. SolutionEducation - Education as solution
17. SolutionInvest - Investment as solution
18. SolutionInfraDev - Infrastructure and development as solution
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19. SolutionPolicyProgram - Policy and program as solution
20. SolutionGoal - Goals of solution
• Motivation
21. MotivSeverity - Severity as motivation
22. MotivUrgency - Urgency as motivation
23. MotivEfficacy - Efficacy as motivation
24. MotivPropriety - Propriety as motivation
25. MotivGeneral - General motivation
After coding was completed each article was represented by a vector of frame
counts normalized by the number of sentences coded. The average Krippendorff α
reliability of the coders on a set of training documents was 0.81 and judged to be
acceptable [41]. The sentiment extraction process that was performed on the ACLED
dataset was performed on the RSS News dataset for the news text of each article. An
example can be found in Figure 3 of the resulting data record.
3.3 Data Filtering
The visualization supports data filtering based on several user selectable properties:
time period of evaluation, frame type, event type, and geo-location.
1) Time period: The time period for which data is show is controlled through a
timeline with brushing for the periods of start and finish. The timeline also
shows the volume of ACLED events per day.
2) Frame type: Each sentence of the RSS dataset is coded by a trained coder into one
(or none) of twenty five categories comprising four classes (cause, problem/threat,
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solution, motivation) that represent the different types of framing for climate
change. The frame type selection is controlled through a donut chart that
updates based on the distribution of frames.
3) Event type: Each political violence event is assigned one of nine event types as
provided by ACLED. The event type selection is controlled through a donut
chart that updates based on the distribution of events.
4) Location: Using a shapefile to define the countries of Africa, data can be filtered
based on country borders. Clicking within a region outlined by the shape file
updates the detailed view to display information within the region.
3.4 Geographical View
The geographical view is necessary to explore the ACLED and RSS datasets
in terms of location. The ACLED and RSS datasets both contain geo-location
information, this is processed and plotted to the map based on user selected inputs
and modes of operation.
3.4.1 Exploring the RSS Dataset
In order to explore frames spatially, we created a spatial data distribution visual-
ization. Past work focused on exploring frames through word cloud and lingoscope [19,
20, 21], however we wanted the user to be able to see where frames were located and
how framing changed for those countries and regions. RSS frames are shown using
the following views:
1. To show the total density of all frames for a given dataset, we use a choropleth
that is colored sequentially based on the density of frames in each country.
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Figure 4. The choropleth view shows the default choropleth map, which colors each
country based on the density of all frames. The darker the hue of a country the
greater it’s density is relative to all other countries.
2. To show which frames had the greatest weight per country based on a user
adjustable scale we used a weighted choropleth view. Each color corresponds to
the appropriate framing category of either cause, problemthreat, solution, or
motivation.
Figure 5. The weighted category choropleth view shows a weighted choropleth map,
which colors each country based on the weighted frame density. The dominant frame
for each country is shown and this changes as the user adjusts the weights which are
in the upper right hand corner of the map. The bar chart shows the numerical values
for each frame type per country.
3. To show the overall collection of frames for each region, based on a set radius a
pie chart is drawn on the map. The pie chart has a breakdown of each frame
type for the region it defines and changes based on zoom level. By supporting
different zoom levels we allow for the user to explore the data from a wide range
of views.
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Figure 6. The cluster pie view shows pie glyphs on the map displaying the
proportional distribution of different frame categories in each cluster. The size of a
the glyph represents the total number of frames relative to the other regions.
3.4.2 Exploring the ACLED Dataset
In order to explore the political violence events from the ACLED dataset spatially
we use the geographical view to plot markers that are colored based on their event
type. This allows the user to visually examine where events are occurring and to
interact with them spatially rather than through their text sources.
Figure 7. ACLED Event Markers (Color): Remote Violence (Gray), Battle-No
change of territory (Turquoise), Battle-Non-state actor overtakes territory (Yellow),
Battle-Government regains territory (Purple), Headquarters or base established
(Red), Non-violent activity by a conflict actor (Teal), Riots/Protests (Orange),
Violence against civilians (Green), and Non-violent transfer of territory (Pink).
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3.4.3 Exploring Happiness
In order to explore the happiness from the RSS dataset spatially, we use a choropleth
map. The choropleth map uses a divergent color scheme from happy to sad, with
neutral being the center. Past work focused on exploring happiness temporally or
geographically using tweet data [23, 52] however, we wanted the user to be able to
explore happiness spatially and temporally. In our visualization we map our own
sentiment extraction techniques and compare our results with LabMT [52] using a
RSS news dataset. The Language Assessment by Mechanical Turk (LabMT) word
list consists of about 10,000 individually scored words from four text sources: Google
Books, music lyrics, the New York Times and Twitter [52]. The LabMT word list
was applied to the RSS news data to measure sentiment in addition to our sentiment
analysis classifiers.
1. To show the well-being for each region within Africa, we use a choropleth that
is colored sequentially based on the average sentiment within each country.
Figure 8. The sentiment happiness view shows a choropleth map where each country
is colored based on its relative happiness. The happiness in this view is determined
by our sentiment analysis techniques. Blue colors represent happier countries, white
colors represent neutral countries, and red colors represent sad countries.
2. To show the well-being for each region within Africa, we use a choropleth that
is colored sequentially based on the average LabMT score within each country.
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Figure 9. The LabMT Happiness view shows a choropleth map where each country is
colored based on its relative happiness. The happiness in this view is determined by
the LabMT score. Blue colors represent happier countries, white colors represent
neutral countries, and red colors represent sad countries.
3.4.4 Entity Lens
In order to explore the specific entities involved in the news articles and political
events spatially we designed a text lens. Entity extraction is performed on both the
ACLED and RSS datasets allowing us to explore entities based on the geo-location
information that the entities are tagged to. The types of entities extracted are persons’
names, locations, and organizations, as well as a set of predefined entities that a
user may wish to explore. The lens maps the most frequent words closest to lens’s
circumference based on available drawing space. The font size of an entity is relative
to its frequency within the highlighted area. The lens updates the text displayed
based on the size of lens drawn, the area it’s drawn to cover, and any areas it’s moved
to. The Entity Lens operates in three different user switchable modes:
1. RSS Mode: In this mode the lens will only display entities extracted from the
RSS dataset. Information displayed is dependent on the user’s selection of frame
types.
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Figure 10. The RSS entity lens on the map shows the most frequently appearing
named entities from the RSS news dataset. The area under the lens is used to filter
the geocoordinates of all RSS news articles and only returns the entities of those that
within the lens.
2. ACLED Mode: In this mode the lens will only display entities extracted from
the ACLED dataset. Information displayed is dependent on the user’s selection
of event types.
Figure 11. The ACLED entity lens on the map shows the most frequently appearing
actors from the ACLED dataset. The area under the lens is used to filter the
geocoordinates of all ACLED events and only returns the actors of those that within
the lens.
3. Comparison Mode: In this mode the lens will show a combination of entities
extracted from both the RSS dataset and the ACLED dataset for comparing.
On the left side of the lens RSS news’ entities are displayed and on the right
side ACLED entities are displayed. Information displayed is dependent on the
user’s combined selection of frame and event types.
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Figure 12. The comparison entity lens on the map shows the most frequently
appearing actors from the ACLED dataset and the most frequently appearing named
entities from the RSS news dataset. The area under the lens is used to filter the
geocoordinates of all ACLED events and RSS news articles. After filtering the
articles and extracting the relavent information from each dataset the RSS news’
entities are shown on the left and ACLED events’ actors are shown on the right.
3.5 Detail View
The detail view allows the user to explore the entities for both datasets, the
RSS article titles and sentence sentiment, and the ACLED notes. The information
displayed changes based on a user selected period, subset data selections, and country
selection. The detail view operates in two different modes:
1. Entity Wordle: in this mode the detail view shows the most frequently named
entities for both the RSS and ACLED datasets. The entities are broken into
three classes: Person, Location, and Organization. The user can choose which
classes to be display for both datasets. For the ACLED wordle there is a fourth
class which denotes the actors involved in political violence events extracted
from the dataset.
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Figure 13. The entity wordle view is the entity wordle display in which users can
choose three classes of entities (person, location, organization) to show. Black text in
the ACLED Wordle indicates an actor in the events. For both views: Red text
represents an entity of the class person, green represents an entity of the class
location, and blue represents an entity of the class organization.
2. List-based Summary: in this mode the detail view shows a summary of the text
information from the ACLED events and RSS news articles. The RSS details
include the date of the article, the title, and the frames identified within the
article. The frames identified in the articles are shown as colored squares. Each
square represents a framed sentence and is colored by its frame class’s color.
The ACLED details include the date of the event, the notes from the event, and
is colored based on the type of event.
Figure 14. The list-based summary view displays the title of media articles and the
summary information of the secondary dataset are in order of time. The frame
information of each article is summarized into colored squares (the color of the square
matches the frame class) in the sentence order from the article. In this example, the
ACLED event notes are filtered by clicking on the entity text ’Boko Haram’.
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3.6 Hierarchical Frames Timeline View
In order to cue users in on events that are statistically interesting within the data,
we provide a timeline view (Figure 15). The timeline view uses two time series analysis
models to visualize possible interventions. Enabling the user to have direction within
their exploration permits them to find events and correlations of interest without
performing prolonged exploration.
Figure 15. Hierarchical timeline view showing intervention modeling results,
Before-During-After analysis results and sentiment river for each expanded frame or
frame category are shown. The frame structure is displayed as a dendrogram on the
left. Clicking on the node can expand/collapse its children. The timeline associated
with each leaf node is shown on the right.
Each timeline shows the relative volume of frames per day. This can be visualized
by: the average document percent per day, the average number of sentences encoded
with a frame across all documents in a day, or a variety of other metrics. Each
document has a number of sentences that are encoded with a single frame, and the
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percent of framing for a document is the number of sentences within the document
associated with a given frame divided by the total number of sentences framed.
In addition to intervention detection, sentiment analysis is applied to the RSS
data giving each timeline a two-sided uncertainty-based stack river. The timelines
can be expanded from four high level classifications (cause, problemthreat, solution,
motivation) to twenty five categories that make up those classifications.
3.6.1 Intervention Modeling
When a time series model is affected by another input time series, a transfer
function-noise model can be used to improve the model. The general form of this type
of model is:
yt = v(B)xt +Nt (3.1)
where yt is the time series of interest, v(B) is an autoregressive, integrated, moving
average (ARIMA) model for the time series yt, xt is the input time series, and Nt is a
noise process [53]. A specific case of transfer function-noise models is an intervention
model, where the input time series is an indicator variable that specifies whether some
event has taken place at time t. Such an event may have a temporary (or permanent)
effect on the level or mean of the time series of interest.
An intervention model can model the effect of a known event on the time series.
However, another common application of intervention models is to identify outliers in
the time series. In this case, we do not know the exact time period in which the event
(outlier) has taken place. The transfer-function model for this application then:
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yt = v(B)t + ωI
(t∗)
T , where I
(t∗)
t =
{ 1 if t = t∗
0 if t 6= t∗
(3.2)
where ω is the change in the mean of the time series at time t∗ and I(t
∗)
t is an
indicator function assuming that the effect of the outlier is temporary and only occurs
at time period t∗. Other models can be used to model the case where an outlier may
have a lasting impact on the mean of the time series. An iterative procedure is used
to identify multiple outliers in the time series. In this scenario, multiple intervention
models are fit, updating I(t
∗)
t for t∗ = 1, . . . , N for a time series with N time periods.
For the media data explored in this thesis, intervention models were used to detect
outliers, i.e. cues to events that may be of interest to an analyst, for each of the 25
frames over the time period of August 2 to December 31, 2014. Initial analysis of
each time series (each frame) indicated that there was no significant autocorrelation
present. Therefore, the intervention model can be simplified to:
yt = µ+ ωI
(t∗)
t + t (3.3)
where µ represents the overall mean of the time series and t represents the error.
Outliers at time t∗, t∗ = 1, . . . , N , can be identified by comparing the estimated value
of ω, ωˆ, to its standard error [53]. A significance level of α = 0.05 was used to
determine whether the value of the frame at time t∗ was an outlier. The presence
of an outlier cues an analyst to investigate what caused this change in the frame
distribution. Although the intervention model is simplified because the frame time
series were not autocorrelated, this approach is still valid for time series data that
does have autocorrelation and Equation 3.2 would be used in such cases.
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3.6.2 Before-During-After Analysis
Since there was no autocorrelation in the data, a secondary model which requires
an assumption of data independence, can be applied. The second intervention test
defines a Before, During, and After period (where the during period can be seen as the
intervention) and tests their location based on the data distributions. We let t denote
the start time of the During period, and the time windows for the Before, During
and After segments are represented by WB,WD, and WA respectively. In this manner,
the three time segments cover the following time periods: Before : (t − WB, t),
During : (t, t + WD), and After : (t + WD, t + WD + WA). The data samples for
the three segments are denoted as DB = {x1, x2, . . . , xnB}, DD = {y1, y2, . . . , ynD},
DA = {z1, z2, . . . , znA} and they may vary in length. Each data sample is the percent-
age of the frame in one document. Because there was no significant autocorrelation
present in our underlying dataset, each sample is assumed to be independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) where Di ∼ N(µi, σ2i ). Therefore we form the problem
to be tested as follows:
A1: µD is not significantly different than µB
A2: µD is not significantly different than µA
H0: µD is not associated with an intervention (A1 ∩ A2)
H1: µD is associated with an intervention (A¯1 ∪ A¯2)
We test H0 by testing A1 and A2. To test A1 and A2, we applied a two-sample
location test, Welch’s t-test [69], on DB, DD and DD, DA individually with significance
level α. In these two t-tests, the statement is the null hypothesis. Because of the
multiple comparisons problem (in our case we have two tests one for DB and DD, and
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another for DD and DA), and based on the Bonferroni inequality P (A1∩A2) ≥ 1−2α,
we applied Bonferroni correction and set the significance level for each test according





where α is the significance level for each two-sized t-test, αF is the family significance
level for the multiple comparison for each During time period, and #test is the number
of tests applied at each time period. In our case, #test equals 2 (the tests of A1
and A2). We set αF = 0.05, which guarantees that the overall significance level for
the 2 hypothesis tests at each frame period is 0.05. To guarantee αF = 0.05, we set
α = 0.025 for each single test on the pair of consequent segments. Given the test
result and the estimated µ, we can form 9 types of volume change patterns listed in
Figure 16. The 9 types are visualized in different color blocks on the time line for
each frame, as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 17.
Figure 16. The pattern summary for Before-During-After analysis. Each pattern is
associated with a unique hue as shown in the lower left-hand legend of Figure 1. The
user can enable and disable different patterns depending on their analysis.
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The statistical tests’ results are visualized in our timeline view for each frame and
frame categories, shown in Figure 15 and Figure 17. The intervention modeling result
is a set of binary indicators denoting the statistically significant intervention points.
This result is represented as a black dot on our timeline view. The Before-During-After
analysis’s result is a set of patterns describing statistically significant changes in frame
distribution over time. In both cases, an analyst can adjust the before, after and
intervention (during) periods using the controls seen in Figure 1 (lower left).
3.7 Frame Sentiment Analysis
In order to visualize the relation of the underlying sentiment of the media to its
framing a sentiment analysis has been employed. A novel entropy-based sentiment
river is shown to reveal the uncertainty of sentiment over time. An ensemble voting
scheme from multiple classifiers is used to determine the final sentiment label. From
previous work [10], uncertainty is defined as:
UC = 1− normalize(Max_Entropy − Entropy) (3.5)










Here V(yi) is the number of “votes” that a class (Ki) receives from the committee
members’ predictions, K denotes the number of classes, and C is the committee size.
Max_Entropy is the highest possible entropy given C and K. A stacked area and low
uncertain area is stacked as shown in Figure 17 to explore the change of certainty over
the media stream, the volume of certain, and uncertain sentiment labels.
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Figure 17. Sentiment stacked area chart on bi-side of the time series view. The blue
area represents positive sentiment and the red area river represents negative
sentiment. The darker the area color is the more certain the label is for those
sentences’ sentiment class.
In previous work by Lu et al.[45], the uncertainty was visualized in each time
period along the entropy sentiment river. However, the time information associated
with RSS media data is not as precise as online social media data, such as Twitter. In
general, the time parsed out from the RSS news is at the granularity of a day. In one
day, there can be multiple articles collected relating to the target topic and each article
also contains several frame coded sentences. Instead of exploring only the change of
the certainty over the media stream, the volume of certain and uncertain sentiment
labels is also explored. To enhance the understanding of the volume change for both
certain and uncertain sentiment labels, a stacked area graph is used to represent
each uncertain level with a stacked area and low uncertain area is stacked at bottom.
Figure 17 shows this view, where the positive sentiment is colored in blue on top of
the time series, while the negative sentiment is colored in red on bottom of the time
series. The volume of relatively certain sentiment values are shown with a darker color
and the uncertain volume with a lighter color. The height of the stacked area graph
shows the average volume of sentences per document in each sentiment polarity over
time as well as the portion of uncertainty. In this way, we can explore the positive
and negative sentiment of the media documents in conjunction with their underlying
frames.
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3.8 Forecasting and Causality Relationships
Once the user has selected a period of interest for exploration the system is able
determine if a relationship of predictive causality exists between the two data sets. The
system uses the Granger Causality Test to determine if ACLED events Granger-cause
RSS news articles. By definition a variable X Granger-causes Y if Y can be better
predicted using the histories of both X and Y than it can using the history of Y alone.
















Where Xt and Yt are stationary time series, εt, ηt are taken to be two uncorrelated
white-noise series, i.e., E[εtεs] = 0 = E[ηtηs], s 6= t, E[εtεs] = 0 all t, s, and m is an
integer in [1,t]. The definition of causality given above implies that Xt is causing Yt if
some cj is not zero.
Based on if ACLED events are found to Granger-cause RSS news articles the
intervention model will produce better results when predicting intervention points.
This also tells the user that the events within the selected time period contain useful
information related to the articles. If ACLED events are found to not Granger-cause
RSS news articles then they may not be useful in predicting changes in frames. Since
we are only concerned with the one way causal relationship between ACLED events
and RSS articles we can simplify the linear regression model to the following [31]:













Where εt is taken to be an uncorrelated white-noise series, i.e., E[εtεs] = 0 =
E[ηtηs], s 6= t, and m is an integer in [1,t]. If the prediction variance is statistically
significantly improved in the second model we can determine that the events identified
in the dataset seem to be driving the media stream. This method should only be
considered as “predictive causality” due to the lack of field testing and experimentation
that “true causality” requires [22].
Figure 18. The causality test allows users to select a time frame for which to test an
RSS Article frame type and ACLED Event Types to determine if predictive causality
exists. If the prediction variance is statistically significantly improved in the second
model we can determine that the events identified in the dataset seem to be driving
the media stream.
This analysis can still be a useful indicator for analysts and help them determine
trends and drivers of interest. Figure 18 shows the results of running a causality test
on the RSS Problem/Threat frames for the period of September 1st through October
31st with all event types selected.
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3.9 Collaboration View
The collaboration view allows the user to manage their findings and the findings
of other users within their space. They can add, edit, and delete any of the comments
or tags made within their space and merge their findings with others. In this view the
user can also choose to join another user’s space for coordinated analysis or allow other
users to join their space. User spaces are shared through their unique id, making it
quick and easy to manage and join sessions. This view also allows users to save, view,
edit, and load their configurations. At any point a user can save the current state
of the system and return to it later. The user is prompted when loading or saving
configurations to tag them with the appropriate metadata information for managing
their explorations.
Figure 19. The configuration view allows users to save, view, edit, and load their
configurations. In this image the user is selecting to load the configuration data from
a past exploration. After loading the configuration data, all views will be updated to




Our visual analytics framework uses real conflict data in combination with RSS
data to examine when and how framing about a topic has shifted. The system’s entity
extraction and sentiment analysis act as guides through data exploration and help
users to focus on themes within those topics. Through the use of intervention models
for time series analysis, the system can highlight statistically significant intervention
points to cue users to time periods of interest. After finding a period of interest, its
articles and event data can be examined geographically to understand the spatial
distribution of frames. The text information from before, during, and after this period
can be examined directly or through entity extraction to determine the parties involved
and the locations and organizations of greatest interest. Combining these techniques
allows the system to support spatiotemporal analysis of frames and cue users when
frame changes have occurred.
In this section, I will demonstrate how our visual analytics tool can help analysts
to explore and analyze large datasets by applying the methods described so far to
the RSS news dataset collected on Climate Change from African countries and the
ACLED data set, which focuses on armed conflicts and political violence in Africa.
Collaborators were interested in linking these two data sets based on previous articles
and reports that discussed the impacts of climate change on armed conflicts [55].
Their goal was to explore the framing of news stories related to climate change and see
what, if any, armed conflict events may be linked to that discourse. In this manner,
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social scientists can begin to develop models and theories about how framing can help
drive political change, or conversely, how armed conflict is driving discourse.
4.1 Exploring Problem Frames in Africa
The analyst begins with an overview of the system and explores the distribution of
frames over the entire time period of data collection. The main points of interest are
the spatial and temporal distributions of frames, Figure 20. First, the analyst explores
the spatial distribution of frames, looking at the weighted majority choropleth map.
The analyst notes that most regions are discussing climate change either in terms of
problems (red) or solutions (green). Only a few countries, such as the Republic of
Guinea-Bissau and the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire, have a majority distribution related
to causes of climate change, and Congo has more motivation frames. The analyst
drills down into the data by selecting a country and quickly learns that only one
document has geographic information related to these countries. Thus the analyst
determines that these outliers are of little interest.
Given that the discourse seems to focus heavily on both problems and solutions,
the analyst decides to explore the temporal view with a focus on problems. The
analyst searches the top level problem hierarchy looking for significant events found
in both the intervention model and Before-During-After model. The analyst finds
a time period in late October (highlighted as circle a in Figure 20) with several
points of interest, and highlights this time period for inspection. The analyst then
expands the tree and explores the leaf node problem frames, Figure 20(bottom). The
analyst notes that there are significant interventions in many categories, but very few
frames regarding security threats and water problems in this time period. The analyst
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further comments on the lack of water framing in the documents noticing that climate
change is often associated with extreme weather, including drought, yet there is little
discussion in Africa about problems related to water. The analyst does notice that
there are many documents discussing problems with food.
Figure 20. Exploring the RSS news dataset spatially and temporally for the entire
time period that there is data available. The spatial map shows a weighted
choropleth map with all frame class equally weighted. The add-on histogram shows
the frame volume and distribution of the Republic of Côte d’Ivoire. The top timeline
view shows the level of four frame classes and two black circles highlight the time
period of interest in ProblemThreat and Motivation. The bottom timeline view shows
the expanded timelines in the ProblemThreat frame class and the time period of
interest is highlighted.
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The analyst decides to first focus on the food problem frame and the events leading
to this change in the frame distribution. The analyst narrows the time period to
October 11th to October 28th, and then filters for RSS news articles containing frame
category ‘ProblemThreat’ and ACLED events Riots and Battles. The analyst wants
to explore what geographic regions are seeing large amounts of armed conflict during
this time period. The analyst selects the most prevalent ACLED events (Riots-yellow
and Battles-red) using the donut control. The analyst notes that the largest amount
of conflicts are occurring in Nigeria, Sudan and Somalia. Given the importance of
the Niger River Basin in the area, the analyst chooses to explore events in Nigeria
that may be driving the discourse on climate change. The analyst notes that it is
interesting that there is a clear separation between the riots (in the south) and the
battles (in the north). The analyst selects Nigeria to filter the detailed view to only
RSS documents and ACLED events that are geocoded to Nigeria.
Looking at the RSS articles’ titles, the analyst finds many reports talking about
the problem of food security and famine in Africa. While exploring the ACLED events
in the same time period, the analyst locates several riots and battles discussing the
impact of Boko Haram on farmers, where militarists are killing farmers and forcing
them to flee their homes, exacerbating the food problem. Example articles and events
are shown in Figure 21(Left). What is interesting to the analyst is that articles are
already discussing the famine problems that Africa will face due to climate change. If
this is further exacerbated by wars, the problem cycle may become more prevalent
resulting in displacement, migration, and potential social unrest. From a social science
perspective, our analysts are interested in how to model such phenomena. By cueing
them to such events, they are able to begin looking at how ongoing events could be
modeled to predict future problems.
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After discussing the events surrounding the food frame cue, the analyst then
decides to also explore the ’ProbThreatHealth’ frame (problems associated with
health) next. A causality test is performed and the analyst finds a best fit model with
a lag = 2, R2 ≈ 0.54 and p−value ≈ 0.25. Although the R2 is low the ACLED events
under analysis may still contain drivers of the changes in framing for the period giving
cause for further investigation. The analyst turns to the two significant events that
occurred between October 11th and October 28th. Again, the analyst begins exploring
related ACLED events during this time period, and quickly finds several riot/protest
events related to the mistreatment of healthcare workers in the region. The analyst
again noted their interest in these articles and the fact that the event cueing was able
to narrow down their search to potentially relevant information. While there are some
obvious links between food security, armed conflicts and riots (for example, Boko
Haram displacing farmers), subtle social issues involved with riots may be harder to
spot. Furthermore, given that such riots are taking place at this time and there is
a shift in frames, the analyst hypothesized that this could represent a shift in the
Figure 21. The geographical and detail view for exploring RSS news and ACLED
data. This figure shows the analyzing time from October 11th to October 28th. The
geographical view colors each country by the majority frame class and displays riots
(orange dots) to represent the ACLED events. The detail view lists the Riots events
related to health problem within and outside Nigeria. The left side detail view shows
examples of RSS articles discussing food problem in Africa and the ACLED events
are riots and battles expressing problem of food supply.
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discourse in the hopes to alleviate concerns from the general population. While no
definitive conclusions could be made at this time, this example further illustrates how
our framework can enhance the hypothesis generation process. By specifically cueing
an analyst to a time of interest, we can dramatically cut their exploratory analysis
time. For example, there are over 40 ACLED events per day, each with an associated
set of documents. Uncued analysis of such work would be an extremely laborious
process.
4.2 Exploring Motivation Frames in Africa
The analyst concentrates on examining press coverage between November 1st
and November 14th, and identifies events accounting for notable intervention points
on November 6th based on the Before-During-After model. Results indicate an
increasing trend in the media discourse on calling for policy actions on November 2nd
with a negative tone. The statistically significant interventions and the burst of the
sentiment can be found in Figure 20 (highlighted in circle b). The changing pattern
is predominantly associated with the launch of an updated synthesis report by the
UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on November 2nd. Several
articles reporting IPCC can be easily found and shown in Figure 22. As the most
comprehensive assessment that attracts worldwide attention, the new IPCC report
summarizes alarming evidence detailing severe impacts of climate change. Adverse
impacts range from increased risks of extreme weather events, food shortages, and
violent conflicts. The alarming messages, circulated by several media outlets, were
framed in mostly negative words (e.g. serious impacts, severe impact, dangerous,
catastrophic).
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Figure 22. Example RSS articles and the entity wordle for the time period of Oct.
28th to Nov. 11th exploring motivation frame. The left side article summaries show
examples of news report relating to the IPCC and the right side wordle emphasizes
the most frequent entities appearing in those articles, such as IPCC, Obama, and
China.
In addition, analysts find prevalent explicit statements calling for international
governments to take actions now. The following sentences describe examples of
motivational framing:
• “Massive cuts to greenhouse gas emissions are needed in the coming decades
to curb temperature rises to no more than 2C, the level at which it is thought
dangerous impact of climate change will be felt.”
• “Leaders must act.”
• “There is cause for hope if governments take action.”
• “A binding meaning and enforceable framework is needed to limit the conse-
quences of global warming.” ’
• “The world’s largest polluters, the United States and China, should take the
lead in reducing emissions.”
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Conversely, there are noticeable spikes of positive sentiment values between Novem-
ber 9th and November 12th. The pattern is largely associated with favorable coverage
of U.S. and China announcing a historical climate change agreement on November
11 when President Obama visited Beijing for the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) summit. Together, motivation frames in West Africa reflect a focus of relying
on international actors to drive policy negotiation.
Results of analysis on motivational frames should be viewed in light of limitations.
In the 1,245 relevant articles collected from West African news media and twitter links,
there is little evidence of motivation framing, as less than 10% of a news story contained
statements calling for definitive courses of actions, That is, motivational frames are
very uncommon compared to other three frame classes (cause, problem/threat, and
solution). When a set of news stories highlighted explicit calls for actions to solve
climate change issues within the same time period, it is highly possible that the
consistent pattern in press coverage was statistically significantly different than before
and after in the time series analysis. Despite the low presence of motivational
statements in the current dataset, the visualization tool allows researchers, analysts,
and policy makers to explore the potential underlying mechanisms linking adverse
impacts of climate change and increased risk of political conflicts.
4.3 Exploring Happiness in Africa
In the previous case studies, we discussed how analysts were able to explore
problem and motivation frames in Africa and their preliminary findings. Another
use of our system is the exploration of the emotion, happiness or sadness, which the
media is dispersing across the region. In our previous case study, we highlighted
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the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) on November 2nd and the
noticeable spike in positive sentiment values between November 9th and November
12th. We can explore the periods leading up to the panel and the periods after to see
if there is noticeable change in the emotions across the region.
Figure 23. The geographical view for exploring RSS news and ACLED data. This
figure shows the analyzing time from October 4th through October 31st. The
geographical view colors each country by the overall emotion found in news articles
and displays dots to represent the ACLED events. From the geographical view, we
can see there is a mix of emotions that can be detected from the articles collected
during this period.
Before our inspection, we would hypothesize that this positive spike would show
across all regions that released articles in the period after the panel and that the
map should show more happy or positive outcomes in media discussions. This an
outcome that could be expected due to nature of the panel and its push for change
and cooperation across and between countries to address climate change. For this
exploration we will be looking at all frame and event categories to see if there is an
overall shift, keeping in mind that the ACLED events during these two periods play a
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role in the emotions we will examine. We can first begin by examining press coverage
before the conference from October 4th through October 31st. We can see in the
map view of Figure 23, that there is a mix of emotions that can be detected from
the articles that were written during the period in all countries where articles are
available.
Turning our focus to the period after the conference, November 3rd through
November 30th, in Figure 24 we can see an overall shift towards more neutral and in
some cases happier news that is being released. In particular, we can see shifts in the
northern countries of the region that change from a mildly sad tone to an almost mild
happy tone. For articles released from countries in the eastern and western parts of
the region shift from a mildly sad tone to a more neutral tone.
Figure 24. The geographical view for exploring RSS news and ACLED data. This
figure shows the analyzing time from November 3rd through November 30th. The
geographical view colors each country by the overall emotion found in news articles
and displays dots to represent the ACLED events. From the geographical view, we
can see there is a shift towards an overall happier perspective that can be detected
from the articles collected during this period.
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If we look into the RSS articles for this period, we can see there are more articles that
have an overall happier outlook. Many of these articles contain sentences mentioning
solutions and motivations. Some of the headlines from these articles are:
• “US Agreement With China Paves The Way For A Global Climate Deal”
• “Climate change as an opportunity for the poor”
• “U.S. and China reach historic climate change agreement”
• “White House, China agree to greenhouse emissions deal” ’
• “US and China leaders in ’historic’ greenhouse gas emissions pledge”
From these results, we can see that our hypothesis did hold true however, there
are other factors at play that we can investigate. When looking at the ACLED events
over this period we see there is a subtle decrease in events over this period, but not
enough to substantiate this change in emotion without inspection of the conflicts. In
general, the proportions of event types from the period after the panel to those of the
period before the panel are similar, which gives us this indication.
4.4 Analyst Feedback
Our first two case study involved two analysts from the Department of Com-
munication at Arizona State University. Feedback on the system was positive with
analysts indicating that the event cueing features were extremely useful in providing
a starting point for searching linked data. Case Study 1 was done as a paired analysis
demonstrating the tool with the computer scientists manipulating the controls and
discussing how the system worked. Case Study 2 was done at the communication lab
with no assistance from the computer science group (the tool is web-deployed).
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Overall feedback was positive with the analysts stating that they were “fascinated
by the visualization tool’s ability to map out temporal and spatial components of media
discourse”. In addition, the analysts also mentioned that this tool can help to tackle
co-occurrence patterns of conflicting events, limiting the possibility of bridging distinct
lines of scholarship together–media research, climate change and conflicts. However,
there were suggestions for future work and improvement. Specifically, the analysts
were interested in the difference between the change models and their disagreements.
For example, in Figure 1, there is an intervention marker (black dot) near October
5th for motivation, but no colored squares from the before-during-after analysis. The
relationship between these two models required more explanation and future work
will explore creating a single ensemble metric. Along with the intervention model, the
analysts also requested the ability to reconfigure layouts for improved storytelling.
They indicated that they would be able to better explore relationships with a series of
small multiples and better alignment between the temporal components of the unrest
data and the framing data.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, a visual analytics tool that can be used to analyze correlations
between types of armed conflicts and rss news articles was presented. The visual
analytics tool allows for the exploration of social climate and the visualization of
its changes with respect to space and time. Using the tool it is possible to discover
patterns in the ACLED dataset by linking the RSS dataset and using the coordinated
views within the system. It is also possible to recognize correlations between conflict
types and news articles and use them in coherence to explore complex hypothesis to
link events together. These interactions are supported by the utilization of techniques
from both the text and time series analysis domains. Leveraging these techniques
users can be cued into time periods of interest and quickly explore the hierarchy of
frames and their evolution. Although past work has been done in the development
of tools for frame analysis [19, 20, 21], their support is limited to comparing corpora
of text and topical terms within these text. Our framework expands on past work
enabling sentiment analysis and intervention modeling which can provide different
insights than previous works. This thesis has addressed the challenges of identifying
framing in media, exploring how media is framed over space and time, determining
the drivers of change in media framing, exploring and supporting complex hypotheses,
effectively combining multiple data sources, and collaborative visual analysis.
In the case studies the capabilities of our system to explore and analyze large
datasets by applying the methods described in this thesis has been demonstrated. In
our first case study we presented the process of how an analyst can explore problem
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frames in Africa. In the second case study we described the process of exploring
motivation frames in Africa. Both of these processes were supported by the system’s
entity extraction and sentiment analysis acting as guides through data exploration and
helping users to focus on themes within their respective topics. The use of intervention
models allowed the system to highlight statistically significant intervention points to
cue users to time periods of interest. After finding periods of interest, the corresponding
articles and event data could be examined geographically to understand the spatial
distribution of frames. Information from before, during, and after the periods could
be examined to determine the parties involved and the locations and organizations of
interest.
Even though we are able to provide an environment for the exploration of these
datasets in an interactive fashion. The system does not come without limitations.
One limitation is in the causality analysis; currently users are limited to testing
one frame type at a time. This limitation can hinder an analyst’s ability to detect
causality across multiple frame categories limiting their exploration process. Another
limitation is that users cannot combine the models in their analysis due to current
system implementations. This would require to both the back-end implementations
and the interface controls to provide users with this capability. Currently the datasets
integrated into the system are limited to a static set of their streaming counterparts
however; the systems design supports dynamic data ranges. Testing would be required
to determine how large of a data range the system could handle before performance
hits would begin to degrade user experience. The required integration of the framework
to support the collaborative and annotative capabilities into other systems is another
limitation. Until other systems integrate the framework, users will be limited in
their cross tool analysis. Users are also limited in the visualizations they can use to
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explore the datasets, as the system does not support dynamic dashboards or choice of
visualization types. From these limitations, we can begin to identify areas of future
work.
Future work for this thesis can be broken into two areas: 1) the models supporting
the analytic processes and 2) the collaborative environment that supports it. Future
work for models will focus on combining anomaly models and intervention models.
Other work to be explored include the combination of sentiment analysis, frames, and
clustering to define geo-political regions that share common framing strategies. Work
in these areas will allow for better cueing and interesting event detection. Increased
system intelligence can increase the capabilities of analysts and help improve the
hypothesis generation process. By using the causality results to steer the statistical
modeling and by applying more tests the accuracy of intervention and anomaly
detection can be increased. Looking towards the collaborative environment, further
improvements can be made to increase sense-making and common ground processes.
The collaborative environment has been built with support for multiple visualization
systems, however the application of this has not yet been completed. Future work
for the collaborative environment includes the integration of other visualizations. A
variety of visualizations can be integrated into the environment, which would allow for
cross-tool analysis of data. Other work in this area is support for mobile devices and
the capability to steer other visualizations using device specific controls. Extending
support for mobile devices and device specific controls would allow users to collaborate
in workspaces using any number of devices. These devices could then support partial
views and controls of the visualizations as suitable to the devices resolution or scale.
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